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Forward and Introduction

Several people had asked me to share my experiences from building a fill station for some ideas to in building their
own.  I'll try to pass on what I learned.

And now, for my attempt at a complete disclaimer of everything in these pages:
High-pressure plumbing can be extremely dangerous when not designed or installed properly.  The author assumes
no responsibility for completeness or accuracy of the following information, nor any results or consequences of its
application.   These pages only serve as a compendium of the author's experience and collections of information
from other sources, which may or may not even be correct!   The use of oxygen in such systems compounds the risk
many times more and requires additional care and planning.  If you would like to build your own fill station, please
have a qualified individual design, source, and install everything!  Otherwise, ensure that you really know what you
are doing and not just securing a spot on the next Darwin Awards list.
 

Larger versions of the pictures or links are usually available by clicking on the pictures throughout this document.

Background
Preparations and plans for this fill station began in early 2005.  I originally had no intention of building anything as
complex as this project turned out to be.  The original goal was to have some air banks to prevent having to baby-sit a
RIX SA-6 (6 cubic-feet per minute) compressor while filling multiple sets of doubles.  This process often caused waits
up to 40 minutes to fill just one set of doubled-130's.  Additionally, deco bottles and perhaps another two sets of
doubles would have to be topped off too, turning this into a several-hour filling-effort.  My compressor is now set up
to run unattended for several hours at a time, often on cool nights to recharge the banks while I am busy with
something else. 

Most personal fill stations and compressor setups never really pay for themselves monetarily.  You get them because
you count convenience, flexibility, and time to be worth the cost.  Time is certainly worth something when you are in a
pinch or you have a rather large number of fills to do, such as the one pictured here for a tech trip.

Beyond just waiting for a RIX to do its
job, baby-sitting a Haskel while filling
or re-mixing deco bottles presents more
of the same hassle.  Although a Haskel
should not be left unattended without
proper safety measures in place.  I began
to consider adding an oxygen cascade
further along in the plans, with intent to
keep it boosted to high (>3000 PSI)
pressures.  During the previous year, it
was not uncommon for me to drain the
single oxygen and/or helium supply-
bottle with the Haskel in the middle of
filling two sets of doubles.  This would
require trips to the local gas supplier to
swap out for a fresh bottles during
business hours, or temporarily borrow a
couple bottles from a buddy.  All this

was an added inconvenience that happened too often depending on how many fills I had to do.

I left the original station plans very flexible since the parts to build it were going to be constrained by safety, cost, and
availability.



Background

Before embarking on building your own fill station (especially if oxygen will be involved) I highly recommend that
you read the Oxyhacker's Companion book for its insight on oxygen safety and many other recommendations that
helped guide the evolution of this project.
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Bank Bottles
 

4000 PSI was the minimum bank pressure I had
targeted for the air banks of this fill station.  This was
due not for bank-capacity reasons, but that my PST
tanks are all high pressure (3445 PSI) versions.  4,000
PSI banks would allow for several fills  (depending on
the banks' capacity) before having to run a compressor
to top the banks off.  Smaller banks deplete more often
during larger fill jobs and become inconvenient when
time is pressing.

Bank bottles are not commonly made for just 4,000 PSI:
the general choices in the neighborhood are 3000, 3600,
and 4500 PSI. Prices rise dramatically for the 4500 PSI
bottles over the others by  almost $150-$400 each for
new bottles.  I refused to invest that much for a set of
new bank bottles, so I began looking for used and/or

refurbished bottles.

Royal Pain

The first reasonable company I contacted (on a tip from Ted Green) that sold used cylinders was Queen Cylinder of
Ohio.  Queen was selling refurbished 4500 PSI bottles with the buyer's choice of a new CGA valve, choice of new
paint, and fresh hydro for only $225.  Freight for ten bottles to eastern VA was $270.70.  The price of their new 4500
PSI bottles at the time was $350.  Ten refurbished bottles was a bit more than I wanted to invest in at the time.  As it
turned out, the banks for this fill station ultimately ended up being the largest investment in the entire project.  I
located some other locals who wanted to get in on the purchase & shipping deal for a few bottles of their own, so this
spread the costs around for everyone that was interested.  Around mid-year 2005, I was finally prepared to pull the
trigger on a purchase and contacted Queen again.  Unfortunately, they had raised their prices by 50% in the previous
few months since I had last contacted them. Their excuse for the sudden increase was that the bottles had suddenly
become very popular with the paint-ball crowds.  Refusing to pay the extra premium, I went looking elsewhere for
better pricing.
 

The Lucky Break
A fellow diver offered another tip that led me to Air Power International, located next to Philadelphia:
http://www.airpower-intl.com   They had a good number of "refurbished" 3600 PSI bottles being sold at the time for
$100 each in quantities of 10 or more, or $125 individually.  Many of these bottles were manufactured in the 70's &
80's and were close to (or just beyond) their 2'nd or 3'rd ten-year hydro test-date.  These bottles looked at least as
robust as the ones that you rent from your local gas suppliers: ones that have bounced around on the local trucks for a
30-60 years at a time, subjected to rapid fill-speeds at the industrial gas plants.  The valves on these were all CGA-347
(3000 -5500 PSI service) and had burst disks rated for 6200 PSI.  My concern over the bank bottles being out of hydro
was not as much a factor as long as the burst disk did its job and failed before the bottle did.  But for peace of mind, I
checked with local hydro-testing companies and hydros for these generally cost $25-$35 per bottle.  In conversation
with Steve Furst of Air Power International, he confirmed that these older bank bottles (like most) were made for a
very long and abusive service life and consequently over-made as safety factor against that.

3600 PSI is only 155 PSI more than my HP steel SCUBA tanks required for a full fill at 3445 PSI.  A large number of
bank bottles would be needed in order to be able to fill just one set before having to run the compressor.  If you are
comfortable with the controversial idea of a 10% overfill, this turns a 3600 PSI bottle (3600 + 10%) into a  3960 PSI
bottle, which is very close to the 4,000 PSI capacity sought in my original plans.  Overfilling tactic triples the amount

http://www.queencylinder.com/
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of air a single bank bottle could provide to top off HP steel tanks.  10% over-fills are very likely still within reasonable
safety margins.  This decision led to purchasing  some of these 3600 bank bottles with the intent to keep them pumped
up to the 4000 PSI originally planned for. 

Most of these bottles came from fire stations that are upgrading their older SCBA systems (3000-3500 PSI) to higher-
pressure (4000-5500) SCBA systems. In the wake of 9/11, officials in New York City and other municipalities
suddenly experienced the problem of having to return to home stations to recharge their SCBA bottles, instead of right
on the emergency vehicles on-site.  API has been designing and installing special Mako SCBA compressors that mount
on emergency vehicles and are driven off hydraulics or generators.  After these upgrades, most stations have little use
for the lower-pressure SCBA systems in house or bank bottles.  API has been buying these older systems as trade-in
value.  Steve Furst said API maintained and regularly serviced (including all filters) the systems from which he
obtained these bottles, so he knew they were not contaminated or abused by the compressors that filled them.  In the
few bottles that I later opened up, bare metal was still showing in most places, with a few streaks of brown on some,
probably from water left over from their last hydros.
 

Morphing Designs

10 bank bottles was more than the 6 bottles than my original plan required.  But with reasonably-priced bottles
available, further possibilities open up.  Having a limited set of doubles and deco stages at the time, I would often have
to dump some of the mixes in order to remix them into a new blend.  With a helium/oxygen analyzer and a Haskel,
there was just no compelling reason to dump perfectly good mix vice recycling into later mixes.  So the two extra
bottles were dedicated to hold leftover nitrox and trimix.  The bank layout then became  2 air banks of 3 bottles each,
and one air bank of 2 bottles.

My oxygen and helium supply bottles from  a local gas supplier cost me $65 a year to lease.  This supplier confided
to my buddy, who also leases bottles there,that they make a lot of their profit from bottle leases.  This supplier won't
allow or condone customer-owned bottles at all, as you can guess.  The cost for a 282cf bottle of oxygen was $13, so it
was worthwhile to continue dealing with them, factoring the bottle lease into the yearly consumption rates.  However,
these costs caused me to consider alternatives.

Air Power International was selling used 2400 PSI bank bottles for $75 each at the time, which led to the idea of
adding an oxygen cascade to the project.  Employing a Haskel, I could make one trip to pick up 3-6 oxygen bottles
from the gas supplier, pump my oxygen cascade full, and take them all back after a day or two.  Outside of an extra
trip, doing this traded a yearly lease for just a couple bottles into a daily lease for a lot of bottles. Daily-lease costs are
<$0.20 per bottle, or somewhere close to dividing the yearly lease rate by 365 days.  Elimination of the $65 annual-
lease cost per bottle would actually pay for privately-owned cascade bottles after their first year of ownership. 

I always had to run the Haskel in order to get service-pressure (3,000 PSI) fills  into my 100% deco bottles.  So after
further thought, the 2400-PSI bottles seemed like a waste when 3600 PSI bottles were available for 30% more in cost.. 
They would allow banking oxygen up to 3600 PSI, instead of the 2200-2400 PSI that normally came in a supply
bottles.   This would allow for a true, cascaded, O2-on-tap design and reduces having to watch over a Haskel every
time O2 top-offs are needed.  Of course, 3600 PSI was well above the pressures I intended to boost oxygen to.

The desire for an additional 4 bottles for the oxygen cascade also led to consideration for a helium cascade for the
same reasons.  This culminated in planning for an additional pair of bank bottles for a helium cascade, which could be
filled close to 4000 PSI .  I made a trip up to API and brought back ten more bottles (exercising the 10-bottle bulk
discount), which was all that API had available at the time.  While picking the bottles up, I was offered four HC-4500's
they had on hand for $150 each.  The price was very attractive.  Thinking quick, these bottles would actually serve well
as a fourth, highest-pressure air bank, fully rated for the maximum pressure planned.  These extra bottles suddenly
became part of the project and bought them on the spot.  Steve Furst pointed out that these HC-4500's were not
designed as robust as the other bottles.  I just lifting them up by hand, I could tell that they were much lighter than the
other 3600-PSI bottles I had bought.  HC-4500's are not recommended for pressures higher than their rating.  But this
was OK since I did not feel like pushing my RIX compressor that high already expecting increased ring-wear pumping
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up to 4000 PSI alone.
 

CGA Valve Care
A few of the Sherwood CGA 347 valves on the bottles I bought were leaking a little and difficult to tighten down the
knob enough in order to stop the leakage.  I replaced the soft seats and some stem packings on these.  The Lower Plug
& Seat Assembly only cost: $2.16 each and the Teflon packing cost $0.71 each

 

O2-Cleaning

CGA valves come apart very similar to a SCUBA tank valve.  The valves on the 4 designated oxygen-cascade bottles
were completely disassembled and oxygen-cleaned.  See the section further below on oxygen-cleaning for the
cleaning method I used.

I also oxygen-cleaned the four bottles intended for the oxygen-cascade.  Removing the valves is not as difficult as
some have expressed.  I could have wrenched the valves off  with a 15" pipe-wrench if wanted to.  But instead of
marking up the sides of the soft brass CGA valves with a pipe wrench, I happened to have a very-large adjustable
wrench that suited better.  Removing the valves did not require a "cheater bar" at all.

To get the CGA valves
off, I made up a jig to
hold the tank from
spinning.   I  fastened
one end of some 1/2"
all-thread rod to a 2x4
board.  To get the bend
close to perfect, I put a
bottle next to the all-
thread and bent the all-
thread around the bottle
until the free end
touched the 2x4.  This
initial bend sets the
general shape of the
bottle into the all-thread
and also leaves the far
side as straight as
possible for where it
has to fit through its
own hole in board. For
a 9.5" diameter bottle,
the holes were 9"
inside-edge to inside-
edge. The rubber strip
in the picture was just
something I had laying
around that worked well
enough to protect the
finish of the bottle from
the threads on the rod.
Bicycle tire would have
suited just as well.
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Next, I unfastened the
all-thread off the board
and used the bottle to
wrap the all-thread
around into a complete
U.  Next, I inserted both
ends  of the all-thread
into the board and put
on the bolts.  I
recommend large metal
washers to prevent the
bolts getting sucked
into the wood when
tightening them down. 
I cut off the excess
length from the all
thread but making sure
it left a couple inches of
clearance when sliding
a bottle into the loop.  I
dressed up rough edges
of the cut with a metal
file.

Also pictured is the
adjustable-wrench I
used to unscrew and
tighten the CGA valves.

 

 

http://pontificatingnobody.com/Denton-FillStation/jig_bottom.jpg
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This is the cylinder secured in the jig.  The all-thread
nuts shouldn't have to be tightened down too far to
provide enough grip on the tank.  Note the rubber
band placed between the all-thread and tank-surface.

 

I used the following method to wash out the bottles.
It was taught to me at a local dive shop for oxygen-
cleaning regular SCUBA cylinders.  Please do not
accept this method as the only or best way to do it. 
Other methods may be more easier and/or more
effective.

I filled the bottles half-full of very-hot water.  This
amount allows for the water to move with some speed
when sloshed from end to end, and also expose the
sides to a good amount of water when it rushes by. 
For detergent, I add a fluid ounce of Simple Green
concentrate.  To agitate the water inside, I set the tank
on a 4x4 block and rock it back and forth like a see-
saw.  I waited to hear/feel all the water slosh against
one end before tipping the tank to the other end.  A
wet rag on top of the 4x4 helped prevent the tank from
sliding on the wood as it rocked from end to end. 
After 4-5 sloshing cycles in one position, I would
rotate the tank about 30 degrees and do another 4-5
sloshing cycles.  In this manner, I averaged about 1/4
turn every minute or so.  I spent about 4 minutes to
make a complete rotation of the tank, which exposed
all the inside surfaces to an equal amount of washing
action. Rocking the tank for a while may cause your
wrists to ache, especially  after doing several bottles! 
I would make a second or third complete washing-
rotation before I felt ready to drain the tank. In all, this
process took about 8 -12 minutes.

Next, I would fill the tank half full with clean (hot
preferred) water for the rinsing cycle, which was
basically a repeat of the method already mentioned
above.  After finishing the initial rinse, it was not

http://pontificatingnobody.com/Denton-FillStation/tank_in_jig2.jpg
http://pontificatingnobody.com/Denton-FillStation/washing_tank.jpg
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uncommon to see a few soap suds float out with the
last drops of rinse water.  I would then follow up with
a second rinsing cycle.

An easier (and more water-conservative) way to rinse
any tank is to make a fitting on the end of a solid pipe
that could fit inside the tank opening and reach to the
furthest end.  A spray-nozzle of some sort on the end
up the pipe would make an umbrella-shaped spray
inside an inverted tank to effectively rinse all the
walls at once as the sprayer is withdrawn from the
tank.. Regular garden-hose fittings are too wide to fit
through an NGT tank-opening, or they might make a
good nozzle

 

This drying stand (has a large hole in the cross-piece to secure
the tank's neck) and pipe was used to blast-dry the bottles after
they were washed.  I set the tank upside down on the stand and
insert the copper tube all the way into the tank.  The pipe was
used to deliver air to the top of the tank, and force the water
droplets inside down and out the neck.  I have a shorter, smaller
version that I use for drying SCUBA tanks.

 

The end on the drying tube pictured above is just a
piece of half-inch copper tubing with a flare fitting at
the bottom.  A brass elbow, and one of my favorite
Parker quick-disconnects rounds out the materials for
this.  I use the Parker QD's on all my whip hoses and
other whip parts to allow me to connect just about
anything to anything I need.   See the QD section
below for more information on these handy parts.  Of
course, everything shown here is oxygen-cleaned and
stored in plastic bags when not in use to keep ambient

http://pontificatingnobody.com/Denton-FillStation/drying_tube.jpg
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contamination away as much as possible.

 

This crude stand held the bottles upright while blasting them dry.  The simple
tank washing/drying stand pictured in the Oxyhacker's Companion is really the
way I would recommend inverting the bottles with.  Heavier boards would be
needed for the heavier bank bottles though.

I place some material underneath the tank's opening to prevent dirt and dust from
flying everywhere when the SCUBA air supply valve is opened all the way.  For
reference, this force and volume of the escaping air will actually lift aluminum
tanks right off a stand..

An AL-80's worth of air should be more than sufficient to dry any tank.  To
start, I open the SCUBA valve just enough to release a full blast of air for about
2-4 seconds.  This initial blast forces out the majority of water droplets clinging
to the surface inside.  Next, I close the valve down quickly until it is just cracked
enough to take about 4 minutes to empty the AL-80.  This seems to give any
remaining moisture in the cylinder time to evaporate in the super-dry air flowing
past it.  A tank still warm from a hot-water washing helps speed the drying up.  I
didn't notice any flash-rusting on most of the bottles after following this method,
but it is a possibility if one waits too long to dry the tank after rinsing it out.

 

 

To screw the CGA valves back into the bottles, there is guidance in the Technical Specifications PDF on Sherwood's
site that describes the special tightening technique used for the National Gas Taper (NGT)-threaded CGA valves.  If
you're not familiar with the NGT tightening-method, you should read this before attempting to install the valve. You
probably WILL need a "cheater bar" to get the valves back in tight enough.

http://pontificatingnobody.com/Denton-FillStation/tube-fittings.jpg
http://pontificatingnobody.com/Denton-FillStation/tank_drying.jpg
http://www.airspeedpress.com/newoxyhacker.html
http://www.sherwoodvalve.com/pdf/techspec.pdf
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As shown here, it can take quite a bit of leverage to
get the valves tightened back to NGT specifications. 
A piece of pipe is being used as a cheater bar here.

 

Once the cheater bar is nearly laying on the ground, I
picked up the jig and continued to torque the valve as
shown here.  This method allows for the awkward
angles that would otherwise be encountered by just
moving the wrench a half-turn on the valve
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FITTINGS
Materials
    Brass is cheaper than stainless steel and safer in high-O2 environments (see Oxyhacker's Companion). However,
most brass fittings and valves are not rated above 3000 PSI.  The next best choice is stainless steel (SS).  I oxygen-
cleaned every fitting used in this project, without exception.

Connection types
    SS fittings are common, but very expensive to buy on the retail market depending on the configuration.  1/4" NPT
(National Pipe Taper) and 1/4" outside diameter (OD) tube fittings are the most common (and almost the cheapest) size
of SS fittings to buy.  This mainly influenced my decision to use these as much as possible.  Most 1/4" tube or NPT
fittings are rated to at least 5,000PSI, so they suit most fill-station applications. .  There has to be some forethought on
how to plumb the genders together, as couplings and nipples can subtly increase the cost of using one type of fitting
over another.  Use of adapters adds potential leakage points into the lines.

    1/4" SS tubing can handle plenty of pressure, depending on how thick its walls are.  1/4" tube fittings are sometimes
referred to as "instrumentation fittings."  The other reasonable alternative to using tubing was high-pressure whip hose,
which costs a bit more, is subject to wear, and not recommended for oxygen exposure above 3000 PSI.  Any non-tube
fittings I chose were common, NPT threaded.  There's even brass tubing available for pressures <4000 PSI, but may
require different fastening methods and fitting considerations.

Brands
    There are many companies manufacturing 1/4 tube fittings.  All 1/4" tube fittings can work with virtually any 1/4"
OD tubing.  The nuts and ferrules are usually always interchangeable among a core group of different manufacturers
that have designed and tested, their fittings with each others'.  You may see a list of compatible manufacturer's names
listed in their PDF technical documents sometimes; SwageLok, Duolok, Cajon, Valu-Lok, Apollo, Letlok, Gyrolok,
Unilok, Dk-lok, A-Lok. They're all about the same, even a batch of Israeli-made Ham-Let fittings that I found and
bought in a pinch.  For a look at what's available, here's SwageLok's PDF on their entire line, along with some great
application information.  Most of the other manufacturers have similar documents one their sites as well.
 

Tube-ferrule types

Most of the tube fittings I purchased for this project use a two-ferrule design.  Some, rarer,
fittings use a single-ferrule design.  A SwageLok dealer told me that the two-ferrule pairs can
usually be swapped with the single-
ferrules, except that doing so may require
an extra fractional turn on the nut to
sufficiently tighten it down on the tube. 
The inside tops of the nuts are sometimes
designed with slightly different angle for
single, vice two-ferrule, applications. 
Single-ferrule nuts have a flatter surface,
whereas two-ferrule nuts have a more-
slanted contact surface. Look closely at
the nut cut-away picture on the left.

Two-ferrule connections are preferred over the single-ferrule connections since they require
less torque to tighten to specifications.  In a two-ferrule design, the back-ferrule (contacts the
nut) is designed to rotate somewhat with the nut instead of the lower ferrule which gets swaged
on.  This helps reduce torque and twisting action on the tube and/or lower ferrule that actually

does the sealing.  SwageLok and other manufacturers try to reduce the friction between the nut and back ferrule, and

http://www.airspeedpress.com/newoxyhacker.html
http://www.swagelok.com/downloads/webcatalogs/en/ms-01-140.pdf
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SS-on-SS galling, by coating the inside of the nuts with "silver."  It looks like a white/matte-silver finish if you look
closely.  My ultrasonic cleaner (set on highest power)  actually stripped off some of this silver coating from the nuts
before I learned what it was and its purpose.

 Several sets of ferrules were sacrificed during the plumbing of this project, so it is recommended that you locate a
local store to get extras if/when needed in a hurry. The two-piece sets average about $1.50 each MSRP.

Where to buy fittings
Those who have the luxury (and patience) of time to watch eBay and plan as you go along, will be rewarded.  I bought
most everything I needed over a period of 4 months from eBay, even though I kept buying additional fittings as plans
changed and I starting putting things together.  eBay offers the chance to buy brand-new fittings at less than half the
customary MSRP, and sometimes selling as low as 5-10%.  eBay stores, which carry a constant selection of wares will
often sell their new stock at about 60-80% of MSRP at worst.  Optionally, there are usually some local stores
(plumbing supply) suppliers that stock or can order fittings for you.  This may be cost-efficient for lower-value items
like 1/4 tube to 1/4" MNPT fittings, since they are already fairly cheap.

Strategy for selecting fittings
When buying parts on eBay, sometimes just getting a needed part is more important (due to price/availability) then the
gender it comes in.  For instance, the only appropriate SS high-pressure (HP) ball-valves I could find over a 3-month
period on eBay had 1/4" tubing connectors, and not NPT as I originally had planned for.  I decided I could still come
out ahead on cost by just getting adapters for them.  To compound matters further, two of the ball-valves I bought
came with 3/8 tubing connections instead of 1/4 like the others.  But the price still made it worth acquiring additional
1/4" reducer couplings for them, and I didn't know if I'd ever come across some of these in the near-future again.

There is a balance of design issues, cost, and effort that you must decide on for yourself when making up your own
design.  When a single item costs $15-$30, sometimes the added cost of gender conversions (another $10 + shipping)
are not as significant, but not always!  Remember that adding a gender conversion also introduces additional potential
leakage point(s) so are to be avoided if possible.  Sometimes the cost of adding a gender conversion is more than the
original part is worth in the preferred gender, and you are better off waiting for the desired part to show up for sale on
eBay

As far as MSRP pricing goes, an equivalent female connection is ~20-30% more costly compared its male version,
especially with NPT fittings. This is due in part to extra metal required for them and additional complications in
machining them.  Tee fittings are very expensive in most cases since their shape dictates that the metal be cast during
manufacturing instead of just machining. You may be surprised to see the MSRP prices almost six times as much for a
tee as the straight version of any given connector! Cross (4-way) versions are very expensive.

Also be careful when deciding on your highest bid prices on auctions: the average $5-$10 shipping cost per auction
can really degrade the savings of what you're buying if it's the quantity is in small amounts (1-5 items) or not worth
>$15

NPT gender considerations

If you're not sure of your plumbing plan and all the gender conversions you may have to make after purchasing NPT
fittings, try to favor buying the female NPT (FNPT)  genders instead of the male versions (MNPT).  The usual mark-
down on the female versions is far more than their male versions on eBay.  Most of the fittings on eBay always always
seem to be in the opposite gender of what you're looking for, toeing the line with Murphy's Law.  FNPT fittings are
not as common as their male counterparts it seems.  But when needed, nipples are cheaper to adapt FNPT firttings than
couplings are to adapt MNPT fittings.  Check out SwageLok's NPT fittings catalog for good information on
commonly-available configurations and how to use NPT fittings.

  For fittings with NPT connections, you may have to buy SS

http://www.swagelok.com/downloads/webcatalogs/EN/MS-01-147.pdf
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MNPT hex nipples (~$4 MSRP) and/or SS FNPT hex couplings
(~$6 MSRP) to reverse the NPT gender. I was lucky in that I only

needed two couplings for my project, and I could have eliminated each of those and
their extra MNPT->tube fittings if I only had a FNPT -> tube adapter to begin with. However, I
already had the MNPT fittings, and the cost of the coupling was less than the optimal adapter, so I
tried to use up what I had on hand when I could. You will often find that you end up with more

fittings of one type than you really need when buying lots from eBay. Just resell them when you're finished with your
project.

Here's a sampling of fittings (or their equivalents) that I used. MSRP's are from a local SwageLok dealer. 
Additionally I listed what I paid (including shipping) for the parts on eBay auctions.  Some of my winnings were not
really a great deal in cost, and some were an absolute steal.  I only list these for real-life examples of what these items
can go for.

SS 1/4" FNPT tee
MSRP $19.80  A large lot of the Parker-brand tees were secured on eBay for $7 each

SS 1/4" FNPT coupling
MSRP $8.20  These were $6 at the local hose and rubber shop

SS 1/4" MNPT nipple

MSRP $4

 

SS 1/4" MNPT - 1/4" tube

MSRP $6.  eBay: 25 for $95 and 10 for $44.  These can go for $2-4 each and show up for auction
quite often

S 1/4" FNPT - 1/4" tube

MSRP $9.80.  eBay: 12 for  $84.  Ideally, you could use these on all the CGA nipples like those on
the lowest-pressure bank, as long as you can secure the required tube tees cheaply

SS 1/4" tube tee

MSRP $19.  eBay 9 for $58.  These auction between $4-10 each

http://www.swagelok.com/shopping/product_detail.aspx?part=SS-4-HN
http://www.swagelok.com/shopping/product_detail.aspx?part=SS-4-HCG
http://www.swagelok.com/shopping/product_detail.aspx?part=SS-400-1-4
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SS 1/4" 3/8 reducing union 1/4

MSRP $13.30   eBay: 5 for $10.  Sometimes these go for next to nothing since most people have
no use for them.

SS 1/4" MNPT 3/8" tube

MSRP: $8.30  eBay: inclusive in a large mixed-bag lot of miscellaneous fittings.  The average cost
probably came out to about $3 each

SS 1/4" tube male run tee MNPT

MSRP $23.40  eBay: also in a large mixed-bag lot. Estimated price: $4 each

SS 1/4" tube ferrule sets

MSRP $1.60

SS 1/4" tube ferrule set & nut

MSRP $3.22  Nuts can usually be salvaged

SS 1/4" female branch tee

MSRP $27.40  None of these ever showed up on eBay, but would have been the optimal fitting for
the ends of the NPT CGA nipples..

 

Sometimes the price of fittings as well as timeliness of finding what you need in a hurry dictates what you end up
buying.  Due to an immediate need for 1/4" MNPT -> 1/4 tube connectors, I bought the following elbows instead of
the straight versions.  These elbows actually ended up being more useful in some places for the finished design.

Ham-Let 769L SS 1/4 X 1/4

MSRP ? eBay: 8 for $13.50.  These came as single-ferrule units instead of the more-
common double-ferrule.

Manifold fittings
To connect my air and mix manifolds end-to-end, the following fittings were used, even though it requires some faith
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in their conservative (3900 PSI) pressure rating! A 10% over-pressure rating would result in 4200PSI, so it's not too
far from the target pressure I wanted at 4500 PSI

PRECISION THRD HI-PRESSURE BRASS PIPE FITTING, 1/2" X 1/2" PIPE SZ,HEX NIPPLE,3900
PSI  $5.14

At the ends of each manifold, the following fitting was to convert back to a 1/4" female NPT gender:

PRECISION THRD HI-PRESSURE BRASS PIPE FITTING, 1/2"MALE X 1/4"FEM PIPE SZ, HEX
BUSHING, 3900 PSI  $4.38

 

Quick-disconnects 
 

Since the Oxyhacker's Companion book turned me on to to these particular quick-disconnect (QD) fittings, I have
bought a lot of brass Parker ST-series QD's from McMaster-Carr and used them for nearly every non-permanent

connection I have for my fill-station equipment. I also
found imitations at a local hose & rubber shop that were
cheaper, but not as smooth-acting, and not as well-made
as the Parkers.  For the price difference, the genuine
Parkers are the way to go.  These QDs are brass, and
rated to 5,000 PSI, which is unusually high for brass
fittings.  I have used these fittings at 5,000 PSI several
times and the steel ball-bearings in the female socket
will indent themselves into the brass male part, as shown
on the left fitting in the picture.  This happens to a very
small extent at 3,000 PSI.  I don't not believe the
integrity is compromised much from this, but the zinc-
plated steel versions of these nipples may be preferable
in non-O2 environments at high pressures instead. 
However, the bearings even dimpled the steel nipples

too, but not as bad as the brass ones shown here.

I've had o-rings in the female QD's leak some, but it's mainly from putting a lot of stress on the connection where the
o-ring gap between male tip and female body opens too wide for a worn o-ring so seal.  But this is more the exception
than the rule.

I use male QDs on my hoses and female QD's on other parts; fill whip ends, Haskel inlets/outlets, manifolds, gauges,
etc.  I always replace the o-rings (size 110) in them with O2-cleaned EPDM or Viton, for good measure.
 

 Parker BST-N2 1/4" MNPT   $2.09

1/4" FNPT   $2.15

Parker BST-2M 1/4" MNPT   $4.41
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1/4" FNPT   $4.30

.

These QD's come packed with silicone(?) grease.  I take them apart and toss them in the ultrasonic cleaner for a bath
like every other fitting I use.  Afterwards, putting the ball bearings back into the female couplings can be tedious.  I
sometimes roll the bearings in Christo-lube or other oxygen-compatible grease just to make them "sticky" enough stay
in their sockets until the locking-sleeve can be put in place.
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Tubing

Tubing 
So why use SS tubing instead of swaged hoses or CGA fittings?

SS tubing is relatively cheap
It can handle high pressures
The fittings for it are cheaper than NPT equivalents
The lengths and bends can be customized on the spot

 Read this before installing tubing into fittings and to gain a familiarity with some options available.

Materials recommendation
SwageLok and many other fittings manufacturers have great PDF files available that explain materials selection, like
this one.  Following the charts from the PDF, higher-pressure systems will likely need a 0.035 wall-thickness, 1/4",
seamless SS tubing, instrumentation-grade preferred..  The (welded) seam type is not as strong (but usually cheaper),
and may still be suitable depending on what pressures you want to target. 0.035 thick tubing is rated for 5100 PSI and
the next higher-pressure choice is 0.049 at 7500 PSI. For the welded-seam type of tubing, you have to deduct 15% of
those figures for its working pressure.

Buying
A friend of mine was able to get me 100 feet of 0.035 wall-thickness 1/4" SS tubing, for about $60, the average
wholesale cost.  It can come in a roll but you have to unbend it.  I got mine in straight lengths of 20 feet each.  I opted
for the straight lengths instead of the coils since I didn't feel like having to unbend the tubing and then re-bend it. 
Local hydraulic and/or plumbing supply shops can usually carry (or can order) several types of tubing, but normally
charge in the neighborhood of $1-$2 per foot.
Beware of eBay's Dutch-style bidding auctions!  They are not too common, but you will occasionally happen upon
them.. The recommended way to bid on this style of auction is to bid on a single item at a time, for as many as you
want, and steadily increase the price of each successive item's bid.  This stair-steps your price and allows you to win a
good majority, if possible, at an averaged price.  Doing this does not raise the price that everyone else would have to
pay who are willing to pay a premium just to buy one item and have to outbid you.  It's always best to leave a few
behind for the others then you can get the remainder at a lower price.  For example, I won an entire lot through one of
these auctions, even though I paid about 150% more per unit in order to win them all of them.  Had I only bid on 7
instead of 10, my price would have been 30% per unit instead of 100%.  Nevertheless, I ended up using all of the
items, so it was still a worthwhile deal considering the trouble of finding more of these in smaller lots and then paying
additional shipping for each lot.

Cleaning

All the tubing used for this project was oxygen-cleaned.  It shouldn't be
necessary for air banks, but wasn't much trouble to do anyway.  I use a
submersible ornamental-pond pump to push a 5% solution of Blue Gold
through pipes, tubes, etc.  The pump sits in a bucket of the solution and
pumps it in one end of the tube by means of some fittings, flexible
tubing, and hose clamps.  The other end of whatever is being flushed
has to be aimed back in to the bucket.  For long straight lengths of
tubing, I just made a U-bend halfway up the pipe.  Pictured are a couple
inter-stage cooling coils from a RIX compressor that were getting
flushed overnight.

Tubing can be air-blasted dry with compressed SCUBA air.  This
helped get rid of sediments or other ambient impurities that happen to be suspended in the rinse water, instead of
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allowing it to deposit onto the metal when the water evaporates.  To do the air blast, a tube/NPT fitting can be used on
the tube.  The fitting only needs about an1/8-1/4 turn past finger-tight so the ferrules have a friction-bite but but not
enough to indent the tubing like a permanent swage. If you use this method, be careful with the amount of air pressure
you force through the tube or the tube could shoot loose from its fitting.
 

Cutting

To cut tubing, I used a pipe-cutting clamp as seen in this picture.  You
can always use a hacksaw to cut the tubing, and post-prep the tube end
in the same way. The clamp cutter works by just spinning it around the
tubing and occasionally adding a light twist of the screw to push the
cutting-wheel deeper when it starts to spins freely. Eventually the cutter
presses a clean, right-angle cut into the pipe until the two halves break
free. This process leaves lip inside the pipe that has to be gently reamed
out.

If you hacksaw the pipe, make sure that the blade does NOT chatter
itself out of the cut path and along the top of the tube. It WILL leave
marks on the tubing surface. If these marks get in the ferrule's sealing
area, this can cause it to fail sealing under high pressures. Even the
normal "coining" that the ferrule does t o the tubing during swaging
may not be enough to draw these mars out, so don't depend on that. The
ferrule ends about 3/8-1/4" from the the tip of the tube, which leaves a
little breathing space for blunders of this sort. But if you get close to or
exceed that, just move your cut on top of mark furthest back and begin
the cut there, if you have enough spare tubing length, which is normally
always a good idea.
 

 

 

 

 

Dressing the cut

I used this tool to ream with (O2-cleaned of course!)

Alternatively, a drill bit could be carefully used as a
reamer, but just enough to begin an internal chamfer. I
run a metal file across the cut to de-burr any artifacts
left from the reaming, and then file a tiny chamfer
around the outside edge of the tube. After all this, I wash
the outside of the tube with Blue Gold and rinse it
carefully, trying not to let any fluid wick its way up

http://pontificatingnobody.com/Denton-FillStation/tube-cutting_2.jpg
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inside the tube via surface tension. I try to get the tubing
in place and locked down quickly after cleaning to
prevent as much ambient dust as possible from getting

on the end.
 

 

 

Tube routing

To make the longer tubing runs, I usually took a wooden folding ruler and tried to bend it around in the same shapes I
wanted to run the tubing. This measurement doesn't have to be
too exact, because longer runs with bends and elbows allow for
stretching or shrinking to adjust for small under/over-sized
length issues.  Allow for an extra 2-5% length on the longer
runs.  Discarding long runs because they are just too short is not
worth sacrificing a bit of cheap tubing over to get it fitted
correctly in the first place.  For shorter runs, I made a habit of
allowing allow a little extra length (10%) to allow for additional
fitting flexibility.  Cut off any excess if it's going to just get in
the way.  Also allow about 1-2" for the final bends into the
fitting.  SwageLok and others recommend 13/16" of perfectly
straight section where the tube is inserted into the fitting, next to
where a usual bend might need to be located.  See their PDF for
more information on this.  Armed with a measurement, cut a
piece of tubing off the base stock.

Next, the tube had to be bent into its final shape. I sometimes
used my bare hands to bend tubing, but in order to prevent the tubing from collapsing into a weakened, ovular, shape,
a tube-bending tool is recommended, especially for short bends.  Pictured at the left is one I picked up from Harbor
Freight for $7 

I would sometimes have to place one end of the fresh-cut tube end in its target fitting to figure out where the bends
had to be. If you cut your tubing with a hack-saw, de-burr the outside corner of the cut with a metal file to prevent the
normal metal burrs from scratching the sealing-surface inside the lower ferrule before the initial fitting.  If using a
clamp-cutter, the cut-end is usually rounded off, but I have seen a lip on the outside edge before and deserves careful
attention as well.  It sometimes happens when greater pressure is used with the clamp-cutter.  Also, putting the tube in
and out of the fitting can introduce dust or other contaminants onto the ferrules that might reduce their sealing
efficiency.  Keep everything as clean as possible!  After temporarily placing one tube end in its fitting, use a marker to
mark the spot(s) off where the next bend(s) should be.  Remove the tube out of the one fitting, make the bend(s), and
put it back for another test-fit and marking.  I recommend making one bend at a time between testing when runs have
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more than one acute or obtuse angle.  Repeat the fitting and bending until the tube looks just about right.  There should
be little need to insert the second tube-end in its fitting.

Making the tubing
pigtails were difficult to
work with since the
bottles were not all
identically the exact same
distance (or alignment)
between the fittings.  This
required me to stretch
some pigtails out and
compress others. The
pigtails with the smallest
loops took more effort
and was a good argument
to use larger (3"-5")
loops. This is another

good reason not to make the tails too small!

In the picture to the left, I cut out a 15" length and divided it into sections and marked them as a reference guide to
use when bending.  A completed pigtail is also nice to have as a reference.  Generally, for the pigtails, it was best to
spin the cylinders a couple degrees from each other so that the tube fitting on each matched the normal lateral offset of
the pigtail's ends. You can see the offset in the completed pigtail in the picture.  Otherwise, the pigtail ends have to
bent laterally together so that the tube ends' centers are perfectly aligned. This method is not recommended since you
risk putting a bit of stress on the ferrules.

Next, I would bend half the pigtail, then bend the rest of it.  This helped keep the loop symmetrical since the bending
tool is not a precision instrument and takes some getting-used to make bends exactly the way you want.

 

 

 

 

Connections

After getting the the tube bent correctly and ready to be locked in place, remove it, perform a final dressing on the
ends if it has not been done already, and clean the ends as noted previously.

A properly-swaged ferrule will look like the following picture.  Notice how the lower ferrule bends the tube inwards
as the nut is tightened, to create a
swaged-fit.  The white specs are ambient
dust!

I wasted about 5 sets of ferrules from
mistakes during tube-assembly, learning
things the hard way like cutting pieces
just slightly too short, etc. I recommend

http://pontificatingnobody.com/Denton-FillStation/pigtail_measurement.jpg
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having a few extra sets of ferrules handy
for these sorts of learning experiences. 
You may even have ferrules that you can
swipe from excess fittings.

The tube end should be perfectly straight
for 13/16" of an inch, and free of any
marring/ marks. This requires some care
when handling the tubing. If a tube-end
has even a slight bend in it less than
13/16" from the tip, it may not seal as
well as you would like.  If in doubt, cut it
off and start over. These bends can cause
binding on the ferrules and prevent the

tube from seating all the way in, which can lead to a dangerously-weakened swage.  The picture below (right-side
ferrule) shows a possible example of the tube getting pulled out of the ferrule before the nut was was locked down.

Insert the tubes as straight as possible into the fitting nut. It should go in very easy and even have some play. You
should not have loosen the nut to allow the tube to be inserted to its full depth. If the tube won't go in all the way,
remove the tube and add a slight bend (by hand if possible) beyond the 13/16" minimum distance in order to get the
alignment of the tube and fitting more exact.  This is another reason why it is good to have some extra slack in the tube
length or at least two bends in the route.  Make sure the tubing bottoms out in the fitting! When wrestling with some

short runs that were not lining up easily I sometimes
found that I was pulling the opposite end out of one
fitting while trying to put the the other end  in its fitting
or getting the tubing bent just right in order to do so. 
This sometimes required me to lock one end of the tube
in place and then wrestle with the free end.  Doing this
puts stress on, and could bend/loosen, the already-
tightened end. This is NOT recommended! Doing this
may cause a tube to begin bending too close to the
secured nut, and actually have the effect of a crowbar
pulling the tubing through the swaged ferrule if enough
force is applied, not to mention loosening the seal
between the ferrule and fitting.  The ferrule on the left in
this picture is conically warped to one side because of
this.  Also note that its outside sealing surface has been

strained and is not longer very smooth for a high-quality seal.

Before locking a ferrule-nut down, make sure it is finger-tight, as it should have been before inserting the tubing. The
tubing should be fully bottomed out in the fitting. Don't rely on feel alone to determine this - I have had some ends that
only made it to the bottom of the lower ferrule when the tube was under a little stress from its position and wouldn't
allow it to seat all the way.  The ferrule on the right in the picture is an example of what could happen.  If you aren't
completely sure if the tube is bottomed out or not, pull the tube back out and put a mark on the exposed section of
tube, about where it should contact the nut but still be visible and use this as a visual reference point to determine how
far the tube has gone into the fitting. If the ferrule has not swaged itself high enough onto the tube, the tube could

http://pontificatingnobody.com/Denton-FillStation/swaged_tube_2.jpg
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actually blow the tube right out of the fitting.

Next, scribe or use a marker to mark a point on the nut's surface.  The mark can either pointing up, down, or 90' from
there. The nut gets turned one and one quarter turns, exactly.  The mark is just a reference as to where the start-point
was at. This tightening only applies to the initial swage. If you have to take the tube loose and tighten it again, the nut
has to go further than it did initially until just after "the resistance builds up quickly" Refer to the SwageLok PDF
previously mentioned, as it has all this information written there.  SwageLok has a nut-to-fitting gap-measurement tool
when in doubt.  Be aware that you can only re-tighten the fittings so many times before the ferrule is narrowed/mashed
down too far to seal on the fitting's flare.
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Valves
There are a few basic valve types to select from: line (on/off), needle (flow control), and ball (on/off).  I prefer ball

valves to control air from each bank since they operate quite smooth at high pressures and their shut-off is virtually
absolute.

The other commonly-available high-pressure choice would be coarse needle valves.  Needle valves for on/off
functionality require a bit of torque to confidently seal off..  I have misgivings over the long-term wear due of this
action.

As previously mentioned, sometimes you just have to buy a fitting and worry about the gender later, especially if it's
dirt cheap.  I bought a dozen of the following valves, that were the complete opposite gender than what I wanted. 
Although the body is the same as listed, my A few adjustments to the plumbing plans compensated the situation. These
particular line valves are best treated as on/off instead of flow-control.  When opening them up, sometimes it's like
blowing a burst disk when it lets go.  To be fair, the model I got had the Whitey brand stamped on the sides of the
body, and were not needle valves at all but flat-tipped soft-seat valves.  The Whitey, SwageLok, and Nupro brands all
belong to one company.

One word of caution about teflon and nylon stem-packings when you re-assemble valves that employ it: Do NOT
over tighten the bonnet nuts unless the torque is specified.  Even using a wrench with just two finger-tips on it can
over-tighten the packing and cause it to squish from beneath the bonnet nut along the stem.  My strategy was to get the
bonnet nuts finger-tight and then give them about a 1/4-1/2-turn with a wrench.  Once you put maximum pressure on
the valve, you can tell if it needs tightening further from the hiss of gas leaking up the stem past the packing.  I tighten
the bonnet-nut only enough to stop the hiss.  Turn the valve on and off several times to make sure it is not leaking any
more, as it will sometimes start leaking again when it the stem moves until the bonnet is tightened enough.  A few line
(on/off) valves will may hiss when the are opened all the way up.  Sometimes just a half or full turn clockwise will seal
it.  Other valves may leak until you tighten the knob all the way open. Generally the bonnet nut can be tightened down
to prevent this, but there is a point-of-no-return where further tightening will deform the packing and reduce its
sealing capability.

 

SS Integral Bonnet Needle Valve, 0.21 Cv, 1/4 in. MNPT x 1/4 in. FNPT, PCTFE Stem

MSRP is $71 each. I won 16 of these for $24, most likely because the sizes were advertised as
1/2" instead of 1/4".  The seller must have measured the male OD with a ruler.  It pays to obtain
the model and look at the specs!  You'll notice in the picture below a few of these valves screwed
into the brass manifolds with the QD's screwed into them.  I basically used these for on/off
functionality

 

I purchased several high-
pressure ball valves,
although a couple had a
3/8" tube fitting (there's
one in the picture to the
left) instead of the usual
1/4".  The ball valve
bodies were identical
with just a different-sized
fitting screwed into the
valve's body.  I later found and bought some 3/8->1/4 tube reducer couplings (along with a batch of other odd fittings
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that were being sold as a single eBay lot) that offered a solution.   You will notice one of these 3/8 ball valves
separating my oxygen and mix manifolds. 

 

SS 3-Piece High-Pressure Ball Valve, PEEK Seats, 3/8 in. Swagelok Tube Fitting

MSRP: $175  eBay: two SS-83PS6 for $56.. This valve comes lubricated from the factory with
graph-oil, which is a mess to clean and not something you want to expose oxygen to.  When I took
the first one apart for ultrasonic cleaning, I discovered that it has 48 pieces.

SS 3-Piece High-Pressure Ball Valve, PEEK Seats, 1/4 in. Swagelok Tube Fitting

MSRP: $175  eBay: four SS-83PS4 for $108

Whitey SS 1-Piece 40 Series Ball Valve, 0.9 Cv, 1/4 in. FNPT

MSRP $67  eBay: one SS-43F4 for $10.  I was planning to use this valve on the oxygen bank,
which I never planned to operate over the service pressure of this valve (3000 PSI) at first.

SS Severe-Service High-Pressure Union-Bonnet Needle Valve, 0.35 Cv, 1/4 in. FNPT, Regulating
Stem

MSRP: $203 eBay: one SS-3HNRF4 for $17.

SS Integral Bonnet Needle Valve, 0.21 Cv, 1/4 in. FNPT, Vee Stem

MSRP: $74  eBay: one SS-20VF4 for $10.  I used this valve as an on/off valve for the line from
the filter banks to the air-banks

For the oxygen and mix lines, I wanted needle valves so I could slowly ease pressures up to the right PSI range for
partial pressure remixing. It was helpful in that the ones I bought had MNPT on each end and allowed me to screw
them right into the manifolds or tees where needed.
 

5,000 PSI, 1/4" NPT, stainless steel needle valve

5,000 psi @ 70°F Temperature Range: -65°F to +400°F Orifice: .079" Diameter

316 Stainless Steel Forged Body
Fully Enclosed Teflon Packing Gland
316 Stainless Steel Stem with Precision Ground Vee Tip
Attractive Molded Black ABS Handle

MSRP (est. $50-$90).  eBay:10 SS14M14MS for $170, which was an accidental, gross over-bid, but
still worth the money.
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I used 6,000 PSI Parker-brand check-valves to isolate the lowest-three air banks from each other.  This is useful for
cascade-filling all three air banks at once without equalizing them to start Think of this as a reverse cascade design.

Parker 4M-C4L-10-EPR-SS check valve  

MSRP: ?  eBay: two for $20.  I've seen them for 
$4-8 each

I also picked up some fine-mesh line filters.  Of most concern is the air coming out from the filter stacks.  There's
only one pad in the last filter separating activated carbon (in most cases) media from your air banks, and a fine filter
like the following should keep it from ever making it much past the filter banks.   There is some concern as to how
much of a pressure differential these filters could withstand should the line sudden pressurize or depressurize for any
reason.

Nupro Stainless Steel Tee-Type Particulate Filter, 1/4 in. Swagelok Tube Fitting, 60 Micron Pore
Size

MSRP: $74.  eBay: 4 for $60.50

Stainless Steel All-Welded In-Line Filter, 1/4 in. Swagelok Tube Fitting, 2 Micron Pore Size

MSRP $70  eBay: three for $46.50

I originally wanted some fine-control brass needle valves for decanting directly from supply bottles, and I finally
located some small-cf ones after watching eBay for needle valves over several months

Ideal 52-2-14 angled precision metering valve 0.08cf ,1/8" FNPT, 3000 PSI

MSRP ?  eBay: two for $30

http://www.parker.com/icd/cat/english/4130-C.pdf
http://www.swagelok.com/shopping/product_detail.aspx?part=SS-4TF-60
http://www.swagelok.com/shopping/product_detail.aspx?part=SS-4TF-60
http://www.swagelok.com/shopping/product_detail.aspx?part=SS-4FW-2
http://www.idealvalve.com/brassvalves.htm
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Everything Else

Manifolds
 

A manifold provides for a solid, central mounting point for valves, whips, gauges, and other fittings.  The same
functionality could be accomplished by the use of tees, but that gets expensive as the number of attachments grow.  Be
aware that the constant twisting of valves, pulling on whip hoses, and other stresses will bend, torque, and put a lot of
strain on the tubing and/or fittings.  Although there is no front panel (1/4-3/16" PlexiGlass might suit) to secure the
ball-valve stems in place (on the 4 air-bank lines), this will be a near-future addition to the project.

The manifolds I was originally looking to use are resold
by Global:   They have a 45386 and version 45388 which
is the same, only oxygen-cleaned.. They are made of brass
and suitable for 4500+ PSI.  The oxygen-cleaned version
costs around $145. I've seen these. used in dive shops and

the wider spacing between the ports is better for screwing fittings and valves into it that are not straight and narrow. It
also points the whips out at 120 degrees, away from the wall and towards your bottles, eliminating some bend in fill-
whip hoses.

I ended up with a better deal on a different manifold
configuration.  Superior Products makes a GMA-SCMB
6-port manifold, cleaned for oxygen-use right from the
factory, and rated for 4500 PSI.  These manifolds can be
found for about $25 each.  I bought three of these which
gave me twenty 1/4" NPT ports, at half the cost of the
Global manifold with 10 ports.  However, the cost
balances out a little further because each end of the SP
manifolds required 1/2" reducer bushings (see picture to
the right) for the 1/2" NPT fittings I wanted to use for
everything. (See the brass fittings above)  Also, the ports
are nearly on 2.5" centers, which restricts which fittings
can be screwed in to which ports.  I connected two of
these end-to-end to make one long manifold

 

 

CGA (347) Nuts and nipples

Generally, these are all made by
Western Enterprises, and have to be
ordered through a dealer. The nipple
ends are always 1/4" MNPT, so they
are relatively easy to find FNPT fittings
to attach with. Here's an example of the

nut and nipple and how they were mated with the other
parts for connecting the banks.  The brass versions for
these parts are rated to CGA-347 pressure standards
(<5000 PSI) and are safer in an oxygen environment as
a bonus.  My local gas supplier charged me about $13

http://eopen.gmcscuba.com/global/globaldetail.asp?detail=45386
http://pontificatingnobody.com/Denton-FillStation/air-mix_3.jpg
http://eopen.gmcscuba.com/global/globaldetail.asp?detail=45386
http://www.gmcscuba.com/
http://www.superiorprod.com/about.asp
http://www.westernenterprises.com/enterprises/PDFS/wi22.pdf
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per pair (nut and nipple) for my first 10 sets.  When I got
my second set of bottles, I bought an additional 14 at
nut: $3.94 per nut and $5.77 per nipple, so it pays off to
to hunt around for better pricing.

If you have a bottle that will not be permanently connected, there is a hand-tightening version to
make attaching/detaching faster.  The nut can come with a handwheel for leverage, and the nipple has
a nylon/teflon-o-ring inset into the nipple tip for a positive seal.  The ones at the left are what you
would find for lower-pressure CGA fittings: the CGA 347 hand-tightened nut is more compact.

 

O2-cleaning
 

Once again, if you haven't read it yet, please read the Oxyhacker's Companion to get a good handle on this very-
important subject.  Oxygen cleaning is one thing not to overlook if you plan on having plumbing that will experience
high FO2's.  Although some fittings in this document were only going to be subjected to air (for the time being), they
were oxygen-cleaned anyway.  Every fitting in this document was completely disassembled and cleaned in an

ultrasonic cleaner.  The cleaner used is pictured (without a mandatory SS mesh
basket) and has a 3-quart capacity, which is perfect to fit a couple valves or all
the parts of a tank manifold into at one time.  This one can be had for under
$400 if you shop around.  For fittings where there is no danger of surfaces
getting marked-up or  damaged through vibration and close proximity, I set the
cleaner on highest power (9).  The temperature was normally set for 145-
degrees F and the run-time set for 90 minutes.

For cleaning fluid, a 5% solution of Blue Gold
detergent, is commonly accepted as being an
effective, safe, and common ultrasonic fluid for
oxygen-cleaning in the SCUBA industry.  This
detergent can put Simple Green to shame on heavy
grease, even when cold.  A 5-gallon pail of Blue

Gold will last several years of activity, and can make 100 gallons of fluid or 133 refills for
my 3-quart ultrasonic.  These pails used to cost around $60 delivered to your door from the
manufacturer when I bought this one.  The prices have really gone up now.  You can buy it
in smaller quantities from some on-line SCUBA-supply shops.  Even though you can re-
use the same bath many times over, oxygen-cleaning for high-pressure applications
deserves some more caution and respect.  I typically dispose of a bath after cleaning parts
with even small amounts of oil or grease.  A fresh bath was obviously needed after
cleaning the graph-oiled ball-valve parts.  One strategy is to run all of the really dirty

http://pontificatingnobody.com/Denton-FillStation/CGA-347_assmbly.jpg
http://pontificatingnobody.com/Denton-FillStation/BlueGold.jpg
http://www.airspeedpress.com/newoxyhacker.html
http://www.balkowitsch.com/productinfo.php
http://www.balkowitsch.com/productinfo.php
http://www.bluegoldcleaners.com/cleaner.htm
http://www.bluegoldcleaners.com/cleaner.htm
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pieces through the same bath just to get the gross contamination off the surfaces.  After discarding the bath, and rinsing
the parts off in fresh water, everything can run through a second, clean, ultrasonic bath.

Be warned that there are some parts that high-power cleaning levels can damage.  Many ultrasonic cleaners can
completely chew up a piece of aluminum foil into dust.  I have seen the cavitation alone leave permanent wear marks
on chrome valves.  The highest setting on mine removed some of the silver electroplated silver from the insides of tube
nuts.  You do not want ferrules to vibrate against each other and cause marks on the sealing surfaces.. Lower-power
settings and/or reduced run-times are prudent for some jobs.  Often, after cleaning parts that have oxygen-compatible
greases on them, the lubricant's base (teflon/PTFE, etc) will clump up and float on the surface of the cleaner after the
lubricant's carrier (fluid part) is dissolved into the bath.

Some parts to be cleaned are so small that they would normally fall
through the usual wire mesh basket that holds everything away from the
surfaces of the cleaner.  A finer tray for these can be made out of a a
plastic container with a screw-on lid similar to peanut-butter jar lid
shown here.  The only parts needed are the threaded rims of the
container and lid, and a piece of cloth screen.  Simply sandwich the
screen between the two parts, screw them together, and trim off the
excess screen.

Alternately, there are other acceptable methods of oxygen-cleaning,
some as simple as using ivory dish soap, a plastic container, and manual
agitation.  For more ideas, read the Oxyhacker's Companion.

When re-assembling parts that require lubrication, Christo-lube MCG-
111 (for moving parts), Christo-lube MCG-129 (for static parts),

DuPont Krytox and several other appropriate oxygen-compatible lubricants should be used.

 

 

 

Whip fittings
 I am partial to Sherwood's right-angle DIN fill-whip ends (as shown to
the left) due to the fact that it reduces fiddling with a stiff, bend-
resistant hose in order to line the whip up just right to get the threads
started.  The 90-degree fittings are much faster/easier to line up and
screw in place since they swivel.  See the picture below for comparison.

These fittings can be
bought for less than $50
each and have a 1/4"
FNPT connection.. A
retailer for these told me
he replaces the hidden o-
ring (where the DIN

fitting screws into the body) with an oxygen-compatible one, but the
rest of the unit comes O2-ready right from Sherwood.  These units
normally come with a silicone DIN o-ring, however I swap mine out for

http://pontificatingnobody.com/Denton-FillStation/90-degree_DIN.jpg
http://www.airspeedpress.com/newoxyhacker.html
http://www.lubricationtechnology.com/sitemap.htm
http://www.lubricationtechnology.com/sitemap.htm
http://www.dupont.com/lubricants/en/index.html
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Viton or EPDM versions, just for O2-safety.

 You will notice Parker QD's connecting the whip hoses (click on the
picture to the right for a closer look) and other attachments (like the
digital pressure gauge).  My preference is to use male connectors on all
hose-ends and female QD's on everything else
 

 

Whip hoses
 

Your local hydraulic hose shop can have whips made up for you of breathing air hose.  Although regular hydraulic
hose could be used, industry officials frown on this for fear of chemicals leaking from the hose as it wear/degrades
over time in addition to erosion.  When dealing with oxygen, the difference in cost is at least worth peace of mind. 
The hoses shown in the pictures were made at my favorite local hose/supply shop.  Even better, they also stock a
tremendous amount of SS high-pressure and instrumentation-tubing fittings.  These whips are made from Saint
Gobain's Synflex 3R80-4, which runs about $2.57 per foot, just for the hose. The hose falls under SAE100R8 specs,
has a 5000 PSI working pressure, and 1/4" internal diameter.  A company rep for the manufacturer said that they'll
allow them for oxygen service up to 3,000 PSI.   Parker also makes a similar hose for breathing gases.

The fittings you have to get swaged on to the hose can get expensive.  1/4" NPT is the preferred choice of fitting for
the hoses, since it makes it handy to screw into just about anything.  6' lengths are a good starting size unless you want
to fill your bottles a little distance from the manifold.  All of the non-tube plumbing shown in the pictures was
designed around the NPT thread and 1/4" size.   A couple of the hoses shown above have swaged stainless-steel
fittings which cost almost $40 per fitting. Very few people will want to pay $90 for six-foot fill whip, but they are
suitable for high-pressure oxygen-use on the output side of a Haskel.

The hoses connected to the air manifold have zinc-plated carbon-steel fittings, which is suitable for air and nitrox
mixes under the proverbial 40% limit, with appropriate  cleaning.  At $16.25 for a complete 6' hose with fittings, the
cost is fairly reasonable.  The steel fittings now have a tinge of some rust forming on them, (especially after the O2-
cleaning) which is a good reason to appreciate SS versions.

O2-cleaning hoses is recommended.   Hose fittings are usually swaged on with mineral oil or some grease to keep the
hose from grabbing or binding up as the fittings is initially shoved over the end of the hose for swaging.  All the hoses
used are oxygen-cleaned as best as can be expected (refer to the section on O2-cleaning), to reduce any swaging
contaminants that might be lurking inside the hose.  This isn't a guarantee of safety, but every little bit reduces the risk
factor.

 The Parker quick-disconnects on all the hoses and whip parts lend themselves to unusual configurations when needed. 
A couple of QD gender-benders (male to male, and female to female) help even further if needed to accomplish

http://pontificatingnobody.com/Denton-FillStation/fill-whips-m.jpg
http://www.hamptonrubber.com/
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usually-temporary situations when parts selection is limited.  They are especially handy for the digital  pressure gauge
shown above when it needs to be moved around.

Pressure gauges

    One of the cheapest places I've found gauges is at Surplus Center.  I bought 2.5" face, dry,
1/4" MNPT, bottom-mount gauges for each bank.  For O2-mixing, larger-faced (>3.5")
gauges are preferred for the precision.  For the money, a digital pressure gauge is quite handy
and takes out all the guess-work otherwise left up to squinting eyes.  Surplus Center
occasionally has digital pressure gauges for around $100.  McMaster-Carr also
carries one for about $120.  Several can be found from time to time on eBay for
even less. I prefer the doubled accuracy of the Dwyer brand of digital gauges,
despite their higher (~$200) MSRP cost.  In a pinch, an air-integrated computer
can work as a digital gauge.  Although the manufacturer may have grave
misgivings about using the device for mixes in excess of 40% oxygen, a
hydraulic fitting can be used to convert the from a HP-port threads to 1/4" NPT.

    When choosing  a pressure range for this type of gauge, conventional practice is that the gauge should measure
twice the highest working pressure of the gases which it is to measure. However, the closer the working pressure is to
the gauge's range, the more visual precision it offers across the range.  It's good practice to leave AT LEAST a 20-30%
difference between the working pressure and the gauge's maximum value.  Wet (liquid-filled) gauges are more
expensive and not recommended for use at elevated oxygen levels, due to unnoticed contamination issues if they
should ever leak.  Wet gauges may be appropriate where exposed to vibration through a line connected to a
compressor.

O2-cleaning gauges
    Oxygen-cleaning a gauge can be difficult to do, beyond carefully cleaning the brass NPT threads off.  This thread
on a respected message board offers some opinions on cleaning.  Some people advocate buying old oxygen welding
regulators and stripping the high-pressure gauge off of them, which is designed for oxygen service.  However, these
gauges may not read much above 3000 PSI.

I keep a moisture monitor next to the fill panel for a sanity check, although they will not change indication very
quickly.  10%/20%/30% indicator cards can be found separately from Texas Technologies.  Ask for a sample, or else
you may have to buy 10 just to obtain one!

In-line moisture indicator housing

MSRP?  eBay store: 1 for $70.  They can probably be had for $35. 

 

http://www.surpluscenter.com/sort.asp?UID=2006050520153475&catname=air&keyword=DGGD
http://www.mcmaster.com/asp/enter.asp?partnum=3834K21
http://thedecostop.com/forums/showthread.php?t=3934
http://texastechnologies.com/humplug.htm
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Results

Following are pictures of the project results.  Click on the pictures for larger (1 MB) versions.

Overview of the fill-station.  A few more HC-
4500 bottles have joined since this picture was
taken

The four rows on the right are the 4 air banks. 
The HC-4500 bottles are on the far right row. 
Note the line above the bottles in the very back
connecting the first three air banks - this is the
check-valved line that enables cascaded bank-
filling from the compressor.  The 4500 PSI bank
is isolated from the others and filled through the
air manifold only.  Also notice on the left-most
air bank (front three bottles) that I ran out of NPT
female tees and resorted to using tube tees
instead.

These left-most  two rows comprise all the non-
air storage bottles.  The front-most four bottles
comprise a 4-bottle oxygen cascade.  Behind
them, are the trimix and nitrox storage bottles. 
The two bottles at the far back make up the 2-
bottle helium cascade.

http://pontificatingnobody.com/Denton-FillStation/bank1.jpg
http://pontificatingnobody.com/Denton-FillStation/air_bank.jpg
http://pontificatingnobody.com/Denton-FillStation/mix_bank.jpg
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This is the oxygen manifold.  Each gauge/valve
runs to a separate cylinder

 

This is the air &
mix manifold. The
right-half manifold
combines lines
from 4 air banks, all
controlled by ball
valves.  The left-
half of the manifold
ties in all the
nitrox/trimix/helium
cylinders.  Since the
mixed gases are
generally used for
remixing, these
lines are controlled
by needle valves for
precision flow
control.  If needed,
the ball valve at the
lower left allows
oxygen in from the
oxygen manifold
for partial-pressure
nitrox mixing
without having to
switch hoses.
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A handful of good supply sources

eBay
Peter Skopp Industries
Hampton Rubber
Surplus Center

 

 

 

http://www.ebay.com/
http://www.psi-hp.com/
http://www.hamptonrubber.com/
http://www.surpluscenter.com/
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